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Preface

What's Where in the Apple is an incredible resource with a long history, and the monumental efforts of the original publishers and volunteers should not be overlooked. For the Enhanced Edition, we wanted to return the book to print, significantly improve upon it, and have something beautiful to hold.

The cover was designed by Brian Wiser, including redrawing and enhancing the original stylized apple. The new back cover has enhanced, hybrid text from the original publication and ads.

Wanting to make this invaluable reference even better, Brian designed the book with revised formatting to improve readability. Among other things like larger headers and better spacing, the descriptions in the Atlas and Gazetteer sections were converted from uppercase to sentence case, while keeping specific statements and routines all uppercase or title case. This was no small undertaking. Additionally, the Atlas, Gazetteer, and all program listings are now in a monospaced font that makes them more readable, and better distinguishes differences between characters like \( \theta \) and \( \Omega \).

With any work of this complexity, especially one that was OCR converted for the 2012 eWWA edition, there were many lingering errors to be found and fixed in the production files we received. Bill Marten's programming background enabled us to identify and correct many errors and restore missing data, including data missing in the original WWA. All pages were proofread numerous times over many months by Brian and Bill, using an original WWA for comparison. Countless spelling, OCR and formatting mistakes were corrected, abbreviations were expanded, and wording was improved.

With the Atlas/Gazetteer, we've also clarified descriptions and added hexadecimal addresses to routine names, resulting in improvements to almost every line. Using multiple references, including Apple II ROM source code and the Apple II Reference Manual, we added missing addresses and expanded overly simplistic descriptions, resulting in a much more thorough and accurate Atlas/Gazetteer.

Additional material is included throughout the book. We added an overview of Apple II models to Chapter 1 and updated the Apple Ile Appendix as Chapter 21. Bill wrote new Apple Ile and Iic chapters and their accompanying Atlas/Gazetteer, incorporating ProDOS updates. The Index was restored and updated, and we added new Appendices. In an effort to be historically complete, we've included the publisher acknowledgements from previous editions, and an article by William F. Luebbert that originally appeared in MICRO. This new Enhanced Edition is the most complete and accurate edition ever created.

Lastly, we want to acknowledge Robert Tripp who we had the pleasure of working with on the MICRO magazine archive, eWWA, and again with this new edition. He provided his eWWA production files that made this edition possible and gave us a starting point. Additionally for this edition, Robert has generously written The Evolution of WWA and a Foreword highlighting his personal computing history. Thank you Robert for originally bringing WWA to life and helping preserve a tangible and important piece of the Apple II's legacy.

As we are passionate about preserving and enhancing all that is Apple, we hope everyone enjoys our Enhanced Edition and that it serves to aid and inspire the next generation of Apple II programmers.

Brian Wiser and Bill Martens
Apple Pugetsound Program Library Exchange (A.P.P.L.E.)
March 2016